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ABSTRACT

The authors use a statistical regional climate model [Statistical Regional Model (STAR)] to project the

Tibetan Plateau (TP) climate for the period 2015–50. Reanalysis datasets covering 1958–2001 are used as

a substitute of observations and resampled by STAR to optimally fit prescribed linear temperature trends

derived from the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM) simulations for phase 5 of the

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) under the representative concentration pathway 2.6

(RCP2.6) andRCP4.5 scenarios. To assess the related uncertainty, temperature trends from carefully selected

best/worst ensemble members are considered. In addition, an extra projection is forced by observed tem-

perature trends in 1958–2001. The following results are obtained: (i) Spatial average temperature will increase

by 0.68–0.98C; the increase exceeds 18C in all months except in boreal summer, thus indicating a reduced annual

cycle; and daily minimum temperature rises faster than daily maximum temperature, resulting in a narrowing of

the diurnal range of near-surface temperature. (ii) Precipitation increase mainly occurs in early summer and

autumn possibly because of an earlier onset and later withdrawal of the Asian summer monsoon. (iii) Both frost

and ice days decrease by 1–2 days in spring, early summer, and autumn, and the decrease of frost days on the

annual course is inversely related to the precipitation increase. (iv)Degree-days increase all over the TPwith peak

amplitude in the Qaidam Basin and the southern TP periphery, which will result in distinct melting of the local

seasonal frozen ground, and the annual temperature range will decrease with stronger amplitude in south TP.

1. Introduction

The Tibetan plateau (TP), with an average elevation of

over 4000m and an area of approximately 2.53 106 km2,

exerts a huge influence on regional and global climate

through thermal and mechanical forcing (Flohn 1968;

Yeh and Gao 1979; Yanai et al. 1992; Ding 1992). It is

underlain by plateau permafrost and has the largest

cryospheric extent outside of the polar region supplying

freshwater for all large Asian rivers, thus being recog-

nized as the ‘‘third pole’’ and the ‘‘Asian water tower.’’

This settingmarks the high sensitivity of this region to the

ongoing warming (e.g., You et al. 2008a,b), which has

been manifested through widespread permafrost warm-

ing and thawing and glacier melting in the last decades

(Yao et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2013).

The response of these vulnerable elements of the cli-

mate system can further feed back to the climate system:

for example, thawing permafrost will release the stored

carbon into the atmosphere and thus enhance the ongo-

ing warming (Anisimov 2007; Kennedy et al. 2008).

Therefore, it is of great importance to assess the local

expression of global warming in the TP and to obtain an

insight into the possible warming extent in the near fu-

ture, which should be taken into account for sustainable

development planning.

So far this assessment is performed mainly based on

numerical general circulation models (GCMs), which
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perform poorly in regions like the TP because of their

coarse resolution, unresolved subgrid-scale processes,

and the poor representation of the dramatic topographic

gradients (Iorio et al. 2004). The poor performance of

GCMs comes partly also from the delicacy of handling the

glacier/snow cover–related albedo feedbacks in climate

models (e.g., Qu and Hall 2007).

Another approach to understanding local climate var-

iability is to nest a regional climate model (RCM) into

a GCM; thus, a finer resolution can be achieved in the

region of interest while the physical processes are also

available for investigation (e.g., Ding et al. 2006; Gao

et al. 2006; Ju et al. 2007; Srinivas et al. 2012). But al-

though RCMs have shown improved performances in the

simulation of present-day climate (Giorgi 2006; Laprise

et al. 2008), noticeable biases have been noted even in

their control simulations (e.g., Kotlarski et al. 2005) lim-

iting their use for near-future regional climate impact

studies, not to mention that small perturbations to

boundary conditions can lead to significantly different

future behavior (Collins and Allen 2002).

In comparison, statistical schemes are less exposed to

these biases faced by GCMs and RCMs and emerge as

a means complementary to numerical approaches. Ex-

amples of such statistical approaches are regression

models (e.g., Stoner et al. 2013), weather pattern ap-

proaches (Wilby et al. 1998), and stochastic weather

generators (Wilks 2010, 2012). The statistical resampling

model used in this study [Statistical Regional Model

(STAR)] resembles a weather generator in the sense

that it resamples daily training data and generates en-

sembles of daily time series of temperature to optimally

fit a linear trend prescribed for the projection period;

other climate variables like precipitation from the

training period are rearranged in the same order as the

temperature time series, thus keeping physical consis-

tency among all variables. It allows ensemble climate

projections such that future climate statistics such as

long-term averages or extreme events can be estimated.

Since the resampling of past observations is conditioned

on the prescribed temperature trend, STAR can be seen

as an extended bootstrap approach (Efron and Tibshirani

1993). It has been successfully applied to the Elbe re-

gion and the Yangtze catchment (Orlowsky et al. 2008,

2010).

We use the dataset developed in the framework of the

European Union Water and Global Change (WATCH)

project. This WATCH dataset serves as a validation

base for testing STAR’s performance in the TP and also

as a training archive for the future climate projections.

Spatial features of the future climate are considered by

applying STAR to multiple representative stations, and

various climate variables are presented in terms of their

time means, annual cycles, and spatial distributions. The

article is organized as follows: section 2 briefly in-

troduces the STAR model and the data used in this

study; section 3 presents the validation results to dem-

onstrate the applicability of STAR for the TP region;

section 4 shows the observed present-day climate

(training period 1958–2001) and the future projections

(2015–50); section 5 focuses on discussing the results and

caveats of the method; and section 6 presents the main

conclusions.

2. Model and data

a. STAR

STAR was developed to generate regional climate

projections for the near future by resampling the past

climate time series. As shown in Fig. 1, given an ob-

served time series of a characteristic climate variable,

chosen as near-surface air temperature in our study,

STAR assembles the observations in segments following

two steps to optimally fit a linear trend prescribed for the

future period: first, yearly segments (annual means,

marked as X) are rearranged to obtain a first-order ap-

proximation of the linear trend (black line in the future

period); second, the daily input time series are classified

as blocks of certain length through a cluster analysis

(12 days in our study) to keep synoptic information.

STAR then works to improve the fitting by resampling

these 12-day blocks (gray vertical lines) until one opti-

mal fitting is obtained; other climate variables are sub-

sequently assembled in the same order, thereby

maintaining physical consistency among various climate

variables. In this sense, generating a future series can be

seen as defining a day-to-day mapping, via which the

weather of any day in the future period is assigned the

weather feature of a certain date from the observed

series (Orlowsky et al. 2010).

In addition, a set of heuristic rules ensures that STAR

simulated series, besides complying with the prescribed

regression parameters (the linear temperature trends),

exhibit realistic annual cycles and persistence. For ex-

ample, a date window constrains the time span within

which a selected date can be used as an analog such that

weather on 1 January of a year can only possibly be

assigned to a winter date (other than a summer date), as

long as qualified dates are available, thus enforcing

a realistic annual cycle. In the case of unavailability of

such dates, weather blocks from other seasons are in-

crementally allowed, which often arises from over-

stretching of the training data.

The underlying assumption of STAR is that sequences

of observations from the past can occur again in a very
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similar manner in the future: that is, the future climate

and the observations share similar statistical features.

This requirement is most likely not fulfilled in a drasti-

cally warmer climate, because samples (blocks) of warm

weather will be more frequently used, thus leading to

a biased sampling, which may lead to a narrower en-

semble spread of temperature or even systematic cold

biases in warm months in the case when available blocks

are not warm enough. Yet, Orlowsky et al. (2010) point

out that, as long as long-term statistics are considered,

STAR yields satisfactory results if the warming in the

training period continues to the near futurewith the same

or even bigger strength. Their work serves as our guide-

line to determine which emission scenarios to pursue

when applying STAR for future climate projections.

Theoretically, STAR can be applied to arbitrarily many

stations, but the related computation cost rises tremen-

dously with an increasing number of stations, since each

optimal fitting has to satisfy all regression lines within

reasonable tolerances (0.18–0.158C in our study), if it exits

at all. In practice, STAR considers a limited number of

stations to take into account spatial variability of the cli-

mate variables while keeping the computation cost in an

acceptable range. These stations should, in essence, rep-

resent a sufficiently high portion of the total variability of

the data in the region of interest. Various methods like the

k-means cluster analysis method, implemented in the

STAR package, or any other method that can extract

centers of action of the underlying structure in the data

can be used to determine these representative stations.

Individual temperature trends are then prescribed to

each representative station, and STAR searches for a re-

sampling order that satisfies all prescribed trends. Since

there are often more than one optimal fitting to the given

regression line(s), STAR generates a spread of fitting by

introducing stochastic elements thereby providing sim-

ulation ensembles. In this manner, STAR provides an

efficient low-cost approach to climate uncertainty assess-

ment. It is worth stressing that, besides determining the

representative stations and their trends, no adaptation

specific to the region of interest is necessary. More details

about the STAR model and its merits and limitations

have been discussed in Orlowsky et al. (2008, 2010).

b. Data

Ideally, STAR was planned for projecting future cli-

mate by making full use of observations. However, ob-

servational data with a reasonable spatial coverage and

daily sampling frequencies are not available in the TP.

Thus, reanalysis datasets are used in our study as a sub-

stitute of observational data, and the terminology ‘‘sta-

tion’’ refers to grid cells.

1) REANALYSIS DATA

The reanalysis data used was produced by the European

Union WATCH project based on the 40-yr European

Centre Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

Re-Analysis (ERA-40). To obtain the WATCH data, the

FIG. 1. STAR work chart at station 1 (location marked in red in Fig. 2a) zooming in on 1999–2001 and 2015–17.

STARfirst resamples (left) training data from 1958 to 2001 (black) in yearly segments (yearlymeans;marked asX) to

fit (right) the prescribed temperature trend for 2015–50 (black line; with magnitude of 0.2868Cdecade21) to a first

order. Second, STAR resamples 12-day blocks (vertical light gray lines in both panels) to obtain a closer fitting to the

linear trend. Step 2 is repeated until a given tolerance is fulfilled (in this case, within a distance of60.158C from the

given trend).
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ERA-40 data were subject to sequential interpolation to

½8 resolution, elevation correction, and monthly scale

adjustments based on Climatic Research Unit (CRU; for

corrected temperature, diurnal temperature range, and

cloud cover) andGlobal Precipitation Climatology Centre

(GPCC; for precipitation) monthly observations. Correc-

tions for varying atmospheric aerosol loading and separate

precipitation gauge for rainfall and snowfall have also

been taken into account. Comparison with flux network

(FLUXNET) data demonstrates a close correspondence

between field-measured and these adjusted WATCH

datasets for all variables (Weedon et al. 2010).

The WATCH data are used for both validation and

future projections. In the validation experiment, WATCH

data are divided into two periods, 1958–80 and 1981–2001.

The former period is input to STAR, while the latter

provides linear temperature trends and serves as obser-

vations to which STAR’s performance is compared and

thereby validated. For future projections, WATCH data

from the entire period 1958–2001 serve as training data to

fit linear temperature trends for 2015–50 derived from

numerical models.

2) GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL DATA

We analyze simulations with theMax Planck Institute

Earth System Model, low resolution (MPI-ESM-LR),

devoted to phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercom-

parison Project (CMIP5). MPI-ESM includes the atmo-

spheric model ECHAM6 in T63 (1.98 3 1.98) resolution
with 47 vertical levels described by Stevens et al. (2013),

the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPI-OM) at

approximately 1.68 resolution with 40 vertical layers

(Jungclaus et al. 2006), and the land surface model Jena

Scheme for Biosphere–Atmosphere Coupling in Ham-

burg (JSBACH; Raddatz et al. 2007) sharing the same

horizontal grid as ECHAM6. All MPI-ESM modules

interact directly without flux adjustments. Note that

biogeochemical components are coupled, and thus the

MPI-ESM simulations have the capability of using time-

evolving emissions of constituents from which con-

centrations can be computed interactively. A detailed

description of the model and an evaluation of the model

performance regarding temperature and precipitation

fields are given by Giorgetta et al. (2012). For an over-

view of CMIP5, readers are referred to Taylor et al.

(2009, 2012).

Four groups of MPI-ESM simulations are analyzed:

historical (HIST) and decadal prediction (DECAD)

simulations and two scenarios, representative concen-

tration pathway 2.6 (RCP2.6) and RCP4.5. A few details

are given as follows: (i) HIST and DECAD simulated

temperatures (spatial averages over the TP) for 1958–

2001 are compared to the WATCH data to give a brief

overview of their performances in the TP (Fig. 3). Note

that MPI-ESMDECAD experiments are initialized every

year with observed climate states for the period 1960–2001

and produce a set of 10-yr hindcasts (Fig. 3 presents only

the 1-yr forecasts from the DECAD experiments).

(ii) RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 provide temperature trends for

2015–50 that are prescribed to STAR for projection pur-

poses. Details about how the temperature trends are esti-

mated are introduced in section 2c.

3) ASIAN SUMMER MONSOON INDEX

The daily Indian summer monsoon (ISM) data from

1958 to 2001 are downloaded from the Meteorological

Department of the University of Hawaii at Manoa

(Wang and Fan 1999; Wang et al. 2001) to describe the

Asian summer monsoon. It is defined as the 850-hPa

zonal wind shear between two regions: 58–158N, 408–
808E and 208–308N, 708–908E.

c. Estimation of temperature trends

In our study, temperature trends are equivalent to

temperature changes (difference between the end and

start year of the linear regression line). Following the

delta change approach (Hay et al. 2000), these tempera-

ture trends are added onto the mean temperature esti-

mated from the last 15 yr of theWATCHdata (1987–2001)

and then prescribed to STAR for the projection period.

By taking the 15-yr averages, we wish to reduce the in-

fluence of interannual variability. Each future projection

has 100 ensembles.

To obtain realistic future climate projections, most

relevant for STAR is a good estimation of future tem-

perature trends. We take a practical approach: that is, to

select for each representative station the ensemble

member with the best performance in simulating linear

temperature trends under the current climate, which we

suppose will keep its good performance into the projection

period and provide a reasonable projection of future

temperature trends. To assess the related uncertainty, we

select both the best and the worst ensemble members for

each station, thereby bounding the unknown ‘‘true’’

future climate state: that is, the temperature evolution in

this context.

Details of the trend estimation are given as follows:

Temperature trends of three HIST ensembles are ranked

stationwise according to their distance from theWATCH

data in 1958–2001. The ensemblewith the smallest/largest

deviation is labeled as best/worst, forming two lists of

five-member ensemble combinations shown as ‘‘best

path’’ and ‘‘worst path’’ in Table 1. In the next step, we

perform both best and worst projections with STAR for

both RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 emission scenarios for the pe-

riod 2015–50, with temperature trends taken from the
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ensembles on the two lists (Table 1). Thereby, we obtain

four groups of projections: RCP2.6-BEST, RCP2.6-

WORST, RCP4.5-BEST, and RCP4.5-WORST. In ad-

dition, we perform another experiment RCP-WATCH,

in which observed temperature trends from theWATCH

data (1958–2001) are prescribed to STAR to explore how

the climate is like if the current warming rate continues

with the same strength in the projection period.

3. Model validation

The idea of the subsequent validation is to let STAR

project the climate for the validation period 1981–2001 by

fitting linear trends derived from the ‘‘reality’’: the

WATCH data from the same period. STAR reassembles

climate segments of the independent preceding time span

1958–80 so that by comparing its projections to the

WATCH data we can validate STAR’s performance.

The following four variables are considered in this

study: daily precipitation and daily maximum, mean, and

minimum near-surface air temperature. We have exten-

ded our results by including derived climate variables,

such as accumulated degree-days, defined as the yearly

summation of mean temperature above zero, to charac-

terize warming impacts on snow, glacier, and permafrost

melting. Only grid points above 2500m above mean sea

level are analyzed.

In the following, we first introduce how multiple

representative stations are selected and then briefly

present validation results in terms of temperature and

precipitation.

a. Representative stations

The TP is influenced by various dynamical climate

systems: It is sandwiched between the subtropical west-

erly jet in the north and the tropical easterly jet in the

south: both exhibit seasonal north–south shift in associ-

ation with the reversal of strong Asian monsoon. In

summer, abundant moisture supply is brought to the TP

from the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal by the In-

dian summermonsoon and from the SouthChina Sea and

the western Pacific by the East Asian summer monsoon.

Besides, the midlatitude westerlies supply the northern

part of the TP with moisture mostly originated from the

North Atlantic (Zhu et al. 2010). In winter, the zonal

orientation of the Himalayas blocks the synoptic-scale

exchanges of warm tropical air with cold polar air cen-

tered near Siberia; the only avenue of air exchange is east

of the Himalayas over Southeast Asia. These geographi-

cally varying influences from various dynamical systems

lead to large spatial differences in regional climates in the

TP, which we can take into account by introducing mul-

tiple stations into the STARmodel.We apply the standard

empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis to monthly

surface temperature (1958–80) after removing the clima-

tological annual cycle. EOF1 is characterized as a mono-

pole with the center of action in central TP; both EOF2

andEOF3 show a dipole pattern oriented in the northwest–

southeast and northeast–southwest directions, respectively.

These three EOFs accounting for 82% of the total vari-

ance (i.e., 46%, 25%, and 11%, respectively) correspond

to five centers of action, which have the highest loadings

in the correlation map between the respective principal

component (PC) and the temperature field and are then

chosen as the representative stations (Figs. 2a–c).

The validation has been repeated with different sets of

representative stations to test how sensitive STAR

TABLE 1. Best and worst simulated ensemble member at each

station, determined from their relative distance from the observed

trend (WATCH data) for 1958–2001. This combination of ensemble

members is kept for the future projection period (2015–50) for ex-

tracting future trends.

Station

number 1 2 3 4 5

Best path E2 E1 E2 E3 E3

Worst path E3 E2 E1 E2 E1

FIG. 2. Correlation maps between monthly surface temperature and its leading three PCs from the EOF analysis of the validation

WATCH data (1981–2001): (a) PC-1, (b) PC-2, and (c) PC-3. Representative stations are chosen as correlation extremes and marked by

red points; they are numbered as 1–5 and referred to in Table 1. The leading three EOFs account for 82%of the total variance (46%, 25%,

and 11%, respectively); annual cycles are removed prior to the EOF analysis. The brown color background is the orography from

MATLAB.
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results are with respect to the number of stations and

their locations, which may suffer from limitations of the

EOF analysis (Richman 1986). The following results are

obtained: (i) Considering more representative stations

improves spatial details of the projections. However, the

improvement beyond the first three leading EOFs

(corresponding to five stations marked in Fig. 2) be-

comes marginal, whereas the related computation cost

grows drastically. (ii) The influence of the exact loca-

tions is trivial. Five centroids determined by the

k-means cluster analysis method or by the EOFmethod

with the WATCH data covering 1958–2001 are simi-

larly distributed as in Fig. 2: namely, one is located in

central TP and the other four are located at the four

corners of the plateau. Validation projections with

these five centroids or with stations neighboring those

marked in Fig. 2 or with those determined from yearly

instead of monthly surface temperature data from the

entire period (1958–2001) render results similar to

those presented in Figs. 3–5.

b. Validation results

Being conditioned on the observed temperature trends

from 1981 to 2001, STAR projected temperature and

precipitation area averages well spread over the range of

the validation WATCH data, whereas MPI-ESM simu-

lations show systematic deviations from observations

(Fig. 3a). STAR has a bias of around 0.18C in temperature

and less than 1% in precipitation (Fig. 3b). Figures 3c,d

display residual quantile–quantile plots of spatially aver-

aged temperature and precipitation, which are conven-

tional quantile–quantile plots rotated clockwise by 458
around the diagonal line (Marzban et al. 2011). The

quantile–quantile plots show large deviations for low

temperature extremes and high precipitation events but

otherwise remain flat enclosing zero (Figs. 3c,d), sug-

gesting STAR’s faithful representations of climatic

means and its limited performance in climate extremes.

The annual cycles of area average temperature and pre-

cipitation are well reproduced (Fig. 4). It is interesting to

FIG. 3. Temperature and precipitation averaged over the TP (above 2500mMSL) for the validation period 1981–

2001. (a) Annual means (in total 21 yr) from the validationWATCHdata (asterisks), STARprojections (gray), and

MPI-ESMHIST (open circles) andDECAD(filled circles) simulations. Red, green, blue denote three ensembles of

MPI-ESM simulations. (b) Deviations of STAR projections from the validation WATCH data in terms of 21-yr

mean. Residual quantile–quantile plots for daily (c) temperature (8C) and (d) precipitation (mmday21). The as-

terisk in (b) denotes STAR ensemble median.
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note that temperature is underestimated in HIST by 28–
38C but overestimated in DECAD by 18–28C, while both
experiments overestimate precipitation over the TP with

DECAD performing slightly better (Fig. 3a).

Considering that only five representative stations are

taken into account, STAR captures satisfactorily the

northward decreasing feature of annual mean temper-

ature and precipitation (Fig. 5), which are not statisti-

cally different from their observed values at the 5%

significance level, thus sharing similar climatic means

with the observations. It performs as good in projecting

seasonal means of temperature but not that of pre-

cipitation (not shown). In summary, the results above

reveal that, STAR can faithfully project climatic means

in the TP, which gives us the confidence to apply it to

projecting the mean climate for the near future.

4. Present and future climate

To derive temperature trends from MPI-ESM

projection integrations, model grids falling inside a cir-

cle centered at each representative station within a ra-

dius of 1.258 are selected (1–2 grid cells) and linear

trends are estimated from temperature averages across

these selected grids. Trends from all three ensembles of

both RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 scenario projections are

shown in Figs. 6b,c. Trends are then taken from the best/

worst ensembles following the two lists (Table 1) for

each scenario projection. In addition, the scenario RCP-

WATCH is forced by the observed trends in 1958–2001.

Main results are summarized as follows:

a. Spatial averages: Time means (Fig. 7)

1) TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION

All scenarios show that both temperature and pre-

cipitation will increase in the TP. The projected tem-

perature increase (in terms of ensemble median) is

within 0.578–0.608C in RCP2.6 scenarios and within

0.868–0.938C under RCP4.5 scenarios, while RCP-

WATCH projects modest warming of around 0.788C. It
is interesting to note that, under each emission scenario,

the temperature increase along the BEST path tends to

be slightly lower than that along the WORST path,

whereas the opposite holds for precipitation.

2) DAILY MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM

TEMPERATURE (TMIN AND TMAX)

Increase in Tmin is bigger than that in Tmax in all

scenarios, thus indicating a reduced diurnal cycle. This

difference is more evident in two WORST cases.

b. Spatial averages: Annual cycles (Fig. 8)

1) TEMPERATURE

Temperature increases by around 18C through all

months except in boreal summer when the increase is

milder, suggesting a reduced annual cycle.We notice that

the ensemble spread in July is considerably narrower

FIG. 4. (top) STAR projected (gray) and observed (red) annual cycles of temperature (8C) and precipitation

(mmday21) for 1981–2001. Dashed and black solid lines denote interquartile and ensemble medians, respectively.

(bottom) STAR projections’ deviations from the validation WATCH data.
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than in other months, which relates to STAR’s biased

sampling, as will be discussed later.

2) PRECIPITATION AND ISM

Precipitation increases mainly in early summer and

autumn, which coincides with a stronger ISM index. It

suggests that the ISM may have an earlier onset and

later withdrawal leading to the monsoon-related pre-

cipitation increase.

3) ICE DAYS

Ice days are defined as days with daily maximum

temperature below zero. Climatological ice days remain

at zero from May through September and peak in

January, exceeding 20 days. In the near future, ice days

decrease in boreal winter months by 1–2 days with the

strongest decrease in March and November.

4) FROST DAYS

Frost days are defined as days when daily minimum

temperature is lower than zero. Frost days occur almost

every day in winter months and are lowest in summer

months at around 10 days. The projected decrease by up

to 2 days occurs in early summer and autumn, which is

shared by all projections.

It is interesting to note that the decrease pattern of

frost days on its annual cycle is almost an inversed pic-

ture of the increase pattern of precipitation. This inverse

relationship has already been found in observations:

Portmann et al. (2009) report a similar inverse re-

lationship between trends in precipitation and tem-

perature during May–June in the southern United

States, which is more pronounced in daily maximum

temperature and 90th percentile exceedance trends.

c. Spatial features: Time means (Fig. 9)

1) TEMPERATURE

All scenarios show spatially heterogeneous warming:

both best scenarios show strongest warming in the north-

westwith amplitudes of 0.68C inRCP2.6-BESTand0.98C in

RCP4.5-BEST, whereas both worst scenarios show stron-

gest warming in northeast TP, with amplitudes of 0.78C
in RCP2.6-WORST and 18C in RCP4.5-WORST; RCP-

WATCH shows strongest warming of 0.98C in central TP.

2) PRECIPITATION

All scenarios converge to the feature that rainfall has

its strongest increase in central and east TP by 6%–10%.

It is interesting to note that two best scenarios and

RCP-WATCH suggest reduced precipitation in the

FIG. 5. Spatial distributions of (a),(c) temperature (8C) and (b),(d) precipitation (mmday21) in the validation

period 1981–2001. (a),(b) Climatological means from the validation WATCH data. (c),(d) Deviation of STAR en-

semble median from the respective observed climatological mean in (a),(b). Shading in (c),(d) marks areas where

STAR ensemble median represents observed values at the 5% significance level and are thus not statistically dif-

ferent. Thick gray lines mark 2500m above mean sea level.
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western TP, which however does not occur in the two

worst scenarios.

3) ATR

Annual temperature range (ATR) is the temperature

difference between the warmest and coldest month.

Climatological ATR is strongest in north TP and

decreases southward. This pattern is opposite to that

of the climatological precipitation field: that is, high

ATR versus low precipitation. ATR decreases in all

scenarios, suggesting a weakened annual cycle, consis-

tent with the changes observed in the temperature an-

nual cycle (Fig. 8). Its decrease has the strongest

amplitude in the southeastern TP (around 0.48–1.28C).

FIG. 6. MPI-ESM simulated temperature trends at five repre-

sentative stations: (a) historical simulations for 1958–2001 and

(b) RCP2.6 and (c) RCP4.5 scenarios for 2015–50. Temperature

trends of the training WATCH data (1958–2001) are shown in

(a) as references; locations of representative stations are shown in

Fig. 2.

FIG. 7. Changes of area averages from 2015 to 2050 from the referenceWATCHdata (1958–2001): (top) temperature and precipitation

and (bottom) daily maximum and minimum temperature (Tmax and Tmin). Precipitation is shown in percentages. Asterisks denote

STAR ensemble medians.
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4) DEGREE-DAYS

A feature shared by all future projections is that degree-

days will increase all over the TP with the strongest ampli-

tude in the Qaidam Basin and the southern part of the TP.

5. Discussion

STAR’s successful application on the Yangtze

catchment (Orlowsky et al. 2010) has been extended

FIG. 8. Annual cycles of (a) temperature, (b) precipitation, (c) Indian summer monsoon index, (d) ice days, and (e) frost days for 2015–

50. Panels (a),(b),(d),(e) denote the respective area averages. STAR projections are in gray (100 ensembles); dashed and black solid lines

denote ensemble interquartile andmedians, respectively. The trainingWATCH data (1958–2001) are shown in red as references. Bottom

panels in (a)–(e) show deviations of STAR projections from the reference WATCH data.
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to the crucial climate region of the Tibetan Plateau,

which renders the following results:

a. Time means of spatial averages

The area-averaged temperature will increase by 0.68–
0.98C; daily minimum temperature rises faster than daily

maximum temperature; thus, the temperature diurnal

cycle will weaken, which has already been found in ob-

servations from 1996 to 2002 (Oku et al. 2006) and, ac-

cording to STAR’s projections, will continue into the

projection period.

b. Annual cycles of spatial averages

The temperature increases through the year with

weaker amplitude in boreal summer, suggesting a reduced

annual cycle; precipitation increase occurs mainly in

early summer and autumn, likely resulting from earlier

onset and later withdrawal of the Asian summer mon-

soon, as has been observed in recent decades (Sabeerali

et al. 2011; Kajikawa et al. 2012) and is foreseen by

multiple GCMs in a warmer climate (Kitoh 2006). On

the other hand, it is important to note that the mean

state of the Asian summer monsoon and its variability

and possible change under future warming varies con-

siderably depending on the model examined and the

monsoon index analyzed (e.g., Bao 2012) and remains

one of the challenging tasks for future investigations.

STAR projects a decrease in frost days mainly in early

summer and autumn but a concurrent increase in pre-

cipitation. This inversed relationship has also been

FIG. 9. Spatial distributions of temperature (8C), precipitation (%), ATR (8C), and degree-days. (top) Climatological means of the

reference WATCH data for 1958–2001. Deviations of STAR projections from the respective WATCH climatological means for (top

middle)–(bottom) RCP2.6-BEST, RCP2.6-WORST, RCP4.5-BEST, RCP4.5-WORST, and RCP-WATCH; precipitation deviations are in

percentage with respect to its climatological mean in the top row. Shading in deviation plots denotes significant changes at the 5% level.
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found in the last few decades (Zhai and Pan 2003; Duan

and Wu 2006) and is likely due to the increase in daily

minimum temperature (and thus reduced frost days),

which results in increased low clouds at night that favors

precipitation.

c. Spatial features of time means

All scenarios project increased precipitation in central

and east TP, whereas in west TP precipitation decreases in

RCP-WATCH and the two best scenarios but not in the

two worst scenarios. Another convergent feature among

different scenarios is a projected overall warming by 0.58–
1.28C and a decrease in ATR by 0.48–1.28C. The strongest
ATR decrease occurs in southeast TP where relatively

lower climatologicalATRvalues are found. This reduction

is mainly due to stronger warming in cold seasons and

milder warming in warmmonths: for example, in RCP4.5-

BEST, temperature increases by 0.98–18C in December–

February and by 0.48–0.58C in June–August (not shown).

Similar changes are also projected by MPI-ESM simula-

tions (not shown). Degree-days will increase over the en-

tire TPwith enhanced amplitude in theQaidamBasin and

south TP, where seasonal frozen ground is distributed

(Cheng and Wu 2007). This suggests that the seasonal

frozen ground area is likely to undergo distinct warming

and thus melting in the forthcoming decades.

Four of the five scenarios performed in this study are

conditioned by the performance of MPI-ESM simula-

tions in the historical period and the near future. The

rationale for taking this single-model approach, instead

of a multimodel ensemble method, is that we wish to

explore and demonstrate the potential of combining

merits of both numerical and statistical climate models,

rather than to characterize the full uncertainties in cli-

mate projections, for which the latter method may serve

better.

Uncertainty in climate projections were taken into

account in two ways: (i) via selecting the best/worst en-

sembles and thereby defining the boundary of the re-

lated uncertainty spread under a given emission scenario

and (ii) via generating 100 ensembles for each scenario.

These two ways of considering uncertainty can be easily

practiced in inexpensive personal computers, which is

a merit reserved for statistical downscaling models.

There are a few points to be clarified. STAR does not

know specific characteristics of the region studied, such

as topography. We would like to mention two points on

this: first, the observation surrogate, the WATCH data,

contains a smoothed version of real topography, which

already alleviated the effort of dealing with topography-

related complications. Second, we confined our analysis

only to grid cells above 2500m to reduce the topography

impact. Actually, when all grid cells above 500m are

considered, large biases occur in the southern TP pe-

riphery (not shown). Therefore, we like to stress that the

choice of 2500m is a compromise between the spatial

coverage we wish to resolve and the complication in-

troduced by complex topography.

It is foreseeable that when high spatial resolution data

are available in regions like the TP, topography-related

complications and other subtle feedback processes, such

as snow/glacier cover–related processes, will become

increasingly important, which certainly poses a great

challenge for simple statistical models (e.g., STAR) and

equally so for complex numerical models. In fact, this

concern raises the importance of a rigid model valida-

tion, which enables users to know with certain confi-

dence, where the strength andweakness of themodel lie,

when it is applicable at all.

In the end, it is important to note a few limitations of

STAR. The hypothesis behind STAR and other statis-

tical downscaling methods is that the future climate will

not be fundamentally different from that in the obser-

vations so that the statistical and physical relationships

between climate variables established for the present

climate will persist into the near future. Therefore, if the

future climate does not share the statistical features of

the training climate, STAR will not be suitable any

longer for climate projection purposes and leads to

overstretching of the training data, which limits the

number of suitable blocks leading to a biased sampling.

In a warmer-future scenario, this overstretching of the

training data tends to occur first in warm months, as

shown by the narrowing of ensemble spread in July (Fig.

8). In fact, the milder warming in July may be a mani-

festation of cold biases as a result of this caveat of

STAR, which may partly contribute to the reduction of

the temperature annual cycle. For the very same con-

cern, we decided not to consider the extreme scenario

RCP8.5 but the peak-and-decay and intermediate sce-

narios (RCP2.6 and RCP4.5) instead. The latter two

scenarios project milder temperature increase over the

TP until 2050, with amplitude comparable to that of the

observed trends (Fig. 3), whereas RCP8.5 projects

a temperature increase that doubles the observed trend

from 1958 to 2001 (not shown) and thus has a climate

statistically different from the observations.

Another evident limitation of STAR is that the cur-

rent version considers only linear trends, whereas in

reality Earth climates exert natural variability on de-

cadal and longer time scales (e.g., Shen et al. 2011). This

constraint in usage of STAR should be kept in mind,

which confined us to consider only long-term mean cli-

mate statistics. On the other hand, it also breeds the

possibility of implementing a more realistic trend, which

is attractive to consider as a future project.
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6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated how STAR makes regional cli-

mate projections by combining observational data and

carefully estimated future temperature trends, which both

can be specifically tailored for the region of interest. The

following results are obtained for the period 2015–50:

(i) Spatial average temperature will increase by 0.68–
0.98C. This warming occurs through all months with its

weakest amplitude in boreal summer, thus indicating a

reduced annual cycle. Both daily minimum andmaximum

temperature will rise leading to a reduction in ice and frost

days (by 1–2 days), respectively. Further, daily minimum

temperature rises faster than daily maximum temperature;

thus, the diurnal range of near-surface temperature will

become narrower. (ii) On the annual course, the decrease

in frost days is inversely related to precipitation increase.

This inverse relationship may be due to the increase in

daily minimum temperature that favors low clouds at

night and consequently more precipitation. On the other

hand, the increased precipitation in early summer and

autumn is primarily due to an earlier onset and later

withdrawal of the Asian summer monsoon. (iii) Degree-

days increase all over the TP with peak amplitude in the

QaidamBasin and the southern TP periphery, whichmay

result in distinct melting of the local seasonal frozen

ground. The annual temperature range will decrease with

stronger amplitude in the south TP.
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